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A mechanism for cell cycle regulation of sporulation initiation in *Bacillus subtilis*
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Centre for Bacterial Cell Biology, Institute for Cell and Molecular Biosciences, Newcastle University, Newcastle Upon Tyne NE2 4HH, United Kingdom

Coordination of DNA replication with cellular development is a crucial problem in most living organisms. *Bacillus subtilis* cells switch from vegetative growth to sporulation when starved. Sporulation normally occurs in cells that have stopped replicating DNA and have two completed chromosomes: one destined for the prespore and the other for the mother cell. It has long been recognized that there is a sensitive period in the cell cycle during which the initiation of spore development can be triggered, presumably to allow for the generation of exactly two complete chromosomes. However, the mechanism responsible for this has remained unclear. Here we show that the *sda* gene, previously identified as a checkpoint factor preventing sporulation in response to DNA damage, exerts cell cycle control over the initiation of sporulation. Expression of *sda* occurs in a pulsatile manner, with a burst of expression each cell cycle at the onset of DNA replication. Up-regulation of the intrinsically unstable Sda protein, which is dependent on the active form of the DNA replication initiator protein, DnaA, transiently inhibits the initiation of sporulation. This regulation avoids the generation of spore formers with replicating chromosomes, which would result in diploid or polyploid spores that we show have reduced viability.
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Coordination of DNA replication with cellular development is crucial both for prokaryotes and eukaryotes (Shapiro and Losick 2000; Walworth 2000; Murray 2004). A well-studied model for cellular development and differentiation in bacteria is *Bacillus subtilis*. In response to limiting nutrient sources and cell density signals, *B. subtilis* can differentiate and form a highly resistant endospore within one end of the rod-shaped cell (Hilbert and Piggot 2004). Initiation of spore development is governed by the master regulator Spo0A, which is activated by phosphorylation via a multicomponent phosphorelay including the primary kinase KinA and two intermediate phosphotransferases (Burbulys et al. 1991). Upon phosphorylation, Spo0A−P directly acts on more than 100 genes (Molle et al. 2003), setting off a chain of events that takes several hours to complete and culminates in the release of the mature spore from its mother cell compartment.

It has been known for several decades that the initiation of sporulation is intimately linked to cell cycle progression (Dawes et al. 1971), and various lines of experimentation have shown that there is a window in the cell cycle during which initiation can occur (Mandelstam and Higgs 1974; Dunn et al. 1978; Hauser and Errington 1995). Once cells pass this sensitive point, they must traverse another cell cycle before they are able to enter the sporulation pathway. Despite many years of study, the mechanism responsible for cell cycle coordination of sporulation has remained unclear.

An important insight into the coupling between DNA replication and the initiation of sporulation came from the identification of a replication stress checkpoint system controlled by the AAA+ replication initiator protein DnaA (Burkholder et al. 2001). DnaA specifically binds to several classes of DNA recognition elements located within the single origin of replication [oriC] present on the *B. subtilis* chromosome. The ATP-bound form of DnaA is able to form homo-oligomers that mediate the local unwinding of an AT-rich DNA element at oriC (for review, see Mott and Berger 2007). Open complex formation is followed by the assembly of an initiation complex that loads the replicative helicase and recruitment of the remaining replisome components (Kornberg and Baker 1992).

In addition to acting as the initiator of DNA replication, DnaA is also a global transcription factor (Messer and Weigel 1997). Recently it has been shown that in
response to perturbations in DNA replication, *B. subtilis* DnaA affects the regulation of several genes [Goranov et al. 2005; Breier and Grossman 2009]. One of the targets of DnaA regulation is the sda gene encoding the sporulation inhibitor protein Sda [Burkholder et al. 2001]. Sda is an unstable protein that binds directly to KinA, thereby inhibiting KinA's autokinase activity, and subsequently resulting in reduced levels of Spo0A→P [Rowland et al. 2004; Whitten et al. 2007; Cunningham and Burkholder 2008]. DnaA was shown to act as a positive regulator of sda transcription when DNA replication is perturbed [Burkholder et al. 2001; Breier and Grossman 2009]. Thus, the Sda checkpoint prevents cells from initiating sporulation under conditions of replication stress [Burkholder et al. 2001; Ruvolo et al. 2006].

We revisited the previously postulated cell cycle dependence of the initiation of spore formation. We show that the sensitive stage within the cell cycle during which spore development can commence is due to oscillations in the concentration of the master regulator of sporulation, Spo0A→P. These oscillations are, in turn, partly driven by periodic expression of the sda gene in response to normal cell cycle cues dependent on the activity of DnaA protein. The results provide a molecular explanation for the coupling of sporulation initiation to cell cycle progression and underscore the need to coordinate DNA replication with cellular development to achieve maximal spore frequency and fitness.

Results

Direct evidence that sporulation initiates in cells that have completed ongoing rounds of DNA replication

It has been postulated that the sensitive stage in the *B. subtilis* cell cycle, beyond which the cell is unable to sporulate without an additional cycle, could represent a point at which the starved cell has initiated a new round of DNA replication [Hauser and Errington 1995]. To examine the replication status of cells that initiate sporulation, we constructed a strain that harbors a fusion of DnaX to a yellow fluorescent protein [DnaX-YFP] and a fusion of the spoIIA promoter to a red fluorescent protein [PspoIIA-mCherry]. DnaX is the σ subunit of the DNA replication machinery and connects the leading and lagging strand polymerases. The DnaX-YFP fusion forms foci only when cells are actively replicating, thus providing a good marker for active DNA replication in live cells [Lemon and Grossman 1998, 2000]. The spoIIA promoter is directly regulated by Spo0A→P and serves as a reporter signaling the initiation of sporulation [Veening et al. 2005]. Individual cells were grown directly under the microscope on top of a thin layer of agarose in such a way that single cells grew into sporulating microcolonies of a few hundred cells [see the Materials and Methods]. Phase-contrast and fluorescence images were acquired at periodic intervals to generate time-lapse movies, which contain information encompassing the complete cell division history of individual cells, their replication status, and the final cell fate decision [see the Materials and Methods]. It was immediately apparent that the majority of cells that initiated sporulation, as judged by the onset of spoIIA expression and by subsequent spore formation, were not engaged in DNA replication, as judged by the absence of a DnaX-YFP focus [Fig. 1A,B; Supplemental Movie S1]. The average fluorescence from PspoIIA-mCherry after 9 h into microcolony development of cells without a DnaX-YFP focus was 8.3 ± 0.5 SEM arbitrary units (AU) compared with 3.7 ± 0.2 AU of cells with a DnaX-YFP focus (t-test, P < 0.01) [Supplemental Fig. S1]. These results are consistent with the long-standing idea that sporulation can only begin after the completion of DNA replication.

**Sda as a candidate for the cell cycle regulator of sporulation**

Sda was an interesting candidate for the putative cell cycle regulator of sporulation initiation (see above). To visualize the initiation of sporulation and transcription of sda in single cells, we constructed a double-labeled strain that harbored both Psdagfp and PspoIIA-mCherry fusions [Supplemental Fig. S2]. Time-lapse microscopy showed that there was a reciprocal relationship between the expression of sda and spoIIA [Fig. 1C; Supplemental Movie S2]. In particular, the first cells to initiate sporulation, ~9 h into microcolony development, showed significantly lower levels of sda transcription than other cells [0.24 ± 0.01 vs. 0.37 ± 0.01 AU; t-test, P < 0.05; >900 cells measured from three independent movies]. Early spore formers represented ~10% of cells at that time. Importantly, it was also clear that sda expression was highly heterogeneous under these microcolony conditions [Supplemental Movie S2, Supplemental Fig. S3], supporting the idea that Sda could be playing a role in the regulation of sporulation in unperturbed cells, and not just in response to DNA damage. Interestingly, as cells entered stationary phase, the heterogeneity of sda transcription increased [Supplemental Fig. S3; see below].

To test whether the fluctuations in sda expression were correlated with the replication status of cells, we constructed a double-labeled strain in which the sda promoter drives expression of mCherry [Psdagfp-mCherry] and active replication can be followed by the DnaX-YFP reporter. Analysis of time-lapse microscopy movies [Fig. 1D; Supplemental Movie S3] showed that nonreplicating cells had reduced sda expression levels compared with replicating cells [0.27 ± 0.02 vs. 0.45 ± 0.01 AU; t-test, P < 0.01; >500 cells measured from three independent movies]. These results identified Sda as a likely factor in coupling the initiation of sporulation to the DNA replication status.

**A pulse of sda transcription every replication cycle**

The time-lapse movies described above, using microcolony growth, revealed that there is a great deal of cell-to-cell variation in sda expression, even during the exponential growth phase, when all cells are engaged in DNA replication [Fig. 1C; Supplemental Movie S2]. We wondered whether use of a nutritional shift down approach, which generates a greater synchrony in sporulation initiation.
(Sterlini and Mandelstam 1969), would more clearly report potential fluctuations in sda transcription. To do this, cells were grown in a rich medium (CI), then resuspended in a nutrient-poor medium (SM) and spotted on SM-based agarose for time-lapse microscopy (see the Materials and Methods for details). We then re-evaluated the behavior of the sda transcriptional reporter \( P_{\text{sda}}\text{-gfp} \). Interestingly, under these conditions, the majority of cells exhibited sharp, periodic changes in fluorescence intensity with a period similar to the average cell cycle time. Typically, the pulses showed a relatively rapid increase followed by a slow decrease (Supplemental Movie S4; Supplemental Fig. S4).

To explore whether the transcriptional response of the sda promoter reflected the expression pattern of the Sda protein, we constructed a \( P_{\text{sda}}\text{-gfp-sda} \) fusion (this GFP-Sda chimera faithfully reflects in vivo Sda stability) (see Supplemental Fig. S5; Ruvolo et al. 2006). Time-lapse experiments using this GFP-Sda reporter again revealed a striking cyclical pulsing of protein accumulation (Supplemental Movie S5; Supplemental Fig. S6). The pulses of fluorescence generally occurred somewhere between birth and division of the cell, as indicated by formation of a septum, but they were not precisely correlated with these cellular events (Supplemental Fig. S7).

Because transcription of sda is up-regulated by the replication initiator protein DnaA under conditions of replication perturbation (Burkholder et al. 2001), we wondered whether the pulse of GFP-Sda synthesis might correlate with initiation of DNA replication. To assess cell cycle events under these resuspension conditions, we labeled the oriC region of the chromosome with TetR-mCherry, the replisome with DnaX-YFP or GFP-DnaN, and resolved cell shape by membrane staining or phase-contrast microscopy. A typical cell cycle is shown in Supplemental Figure S8. Initially, each replisome was flanked by a pair of replicated origins, and upon replication termination, one of two events occurred—either the cells initiated sporulation or the origins moved back to the quarter positions and a new round of replication started, followed by or simultaneous with symmetrical cell division (Supplemental Fig. S8; Supplemental Movie S6). From these analyses, it became clear that the average cell cycle time increases as the colony develops (for instance, see Supplemental Figs. S6, S9). This is likely due to depletion of nutrients from the agarose slide, which then decreases the rates of DNA replication and cell growth (Wang et al. 2007).

To test the correlation between DNA replication and transcription of sda, we compared \( P_{\text{sda}}\text{-gfp-sda} \) expression with the presence/absence of DnaN-mCherry foci as a reporter for replication. Strikingly, time-lapse microscopy revealed that the start of a GFP-Sda pulse is closely correlated with the first appearance of a DnaN-mCherry focus, indicating that the rapid accumulation of GFP-Sda indeed correlates with initiation of replication.

Figure 1. Correlation between replication arrest and the initiation of sporulation. Still frames of time-lapse experiments are shown (also see Supplemental Movies S1, S3). (A,B) Strain JW017 \( \{\text{dnaX-yfp}, P_{\text{spoIIA}}\text{-mCherry}\} \) was grown as described in the Materials and Methods. The overlay between DnaX-YFP [green foci] and \( P_{\text{spoIIA}}\text{-mCherry} \) [red cells] images is shown. Arrows indicate cells that stopped replication early (compared with other cells) and initiated sporulation early. (C) Reciprocal expression between sda and spoIIA. Micrographs of strain JW054 \( \{P_{\text{sda}}\text{-gfp}, P_{\text{spoIIA}}\text{-mCherry}\} \) are shown. Arrows indicate a cell with low sda transcription levels and high spoIIA transcription levels. (D) Replicating cells show high sda transcription levels. Micrographs of strain JW081 \( \{\text{dnaX-yfp}, P_{\text{sda}}\text{-mCherry}\} \) are shown. Arrows indicate a cell without a DnaX-YFP focus and low sda transcription levels.
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**Figure 2.** Replication cycle-dependent expression of Sda. (A) Typical still frames from a time-lapse experiment of strain JWV159 [P_{abrB-gfp-sda}, DnaN-mCherry] after nutritional downshift. Arrows indicate a cell that shows a pulse of GFP-Sda fluorescence concurrently with the first appearance of a DnaN-mCherry focus [see Supplemental Movie S6]. (B) Single-cell trajectory of a typical lineage from strain JWV159. A red dotted line indicates the first appearance of a replisome, and the gray-shaded area represents the time a DnaN-mCherry focus is present. After cell division, one of the two resulting siblings is arbitrarily selected for further analysis. The increasing cell cycle length as time progresses is likely due to reduced nutrient availability.

**Figure 3A** (and Supplemental Fig. S10A; Supplemental Movie S8), the levels of GFP fluorescence driven by the abrB promoter pulsed during the cell cycle, increasing concomitantly with the initiation of replication.

To compare the timing of abrB expression with both the initiation of replication and sda expression, we generated a triple-labeled strain. Time-lapse microscopy of this strain (JWV171) showed that expression of CFP from the abrB promoter is also tightly correlated with the initiation of replication and that it begins concurrent with or just after the synthesis of GFP-Sda [Fig. 3B; Supplemental Fig. S11; Supplemental Movie S9].

To verify that the observed pulsating transcription of abrB was the result of oscillations in Spo0A–P levels, time-lapse microscopy was performed on the P_{abrB-gfp} strain in a Δspo0A mutant background. As shown in Figure 3C and Supplemental Figure S10B, mean GFP levels were significantly higher in the Δspo0A mutant, and pulses of GFP production were no longer evident. It was also evident that, in the Δspo0A mutant, consecutive rounds of DNA replication followed each other more quickly than in wild-type cells [Fig. 3C], indicating that Spo0A directly or indirectly inhibits initiation of DNA replication, for instance, by SirA [see below].

If the P_{abrB-gfp} pulses are indirectly caused by the dynamic expression pattern of sda, then this activity should be abolished in a Δsda mutant. Indeed, GFP expressed from the abrB promoter in a Δsda mutant background failed to pulse and rapidly decreased after resuspension [Fig. 3D; Supplemental Fig. S10C]. The P_{abrB-gfp} pulses were restored by ectopic complementation of sda expressed from its native expression system [Supplemental Fig. S10A]. However, the pulses of abrB transcription were dampened when sda was transcribed from a constitutive promoter [Supplemental Movie S10].

Taken together, these results indicate that the levels of Spo0A–P fluctuate during the cell cycle, likely regulated by the action of Sda. Thus, it appears that DNA replication initiation correlates with expression of Sda and that this signal is propagated into cyclical fluctuations affecting sporulation potential via Spo0A–P levels. This mechanism could account for the previously described cell cycle sensitivity of sporulation initiation [see above].

Population-wide studies have shown that Spo0A–P accumulates in a gradual fashion over time [Fujita and Losick 2005]. Here we find, using a single-cell approach, that Spo0A–P increases in an oscillatory fashion during cell cycle progression [Fig. 3B]. Concomitant with the

**Spo0A–P levels fluctuate during the cell cycle as a result of Sda**

Since Sda indirectly inhibits phosphorylation of Spo0A by binding and inhibiting the primary kinases of the phosphorelay [Burkholder et al. 2001], Sda pulsing should be reflected by changes in the levels of Spo0A–P. To test this, we examined the expression of GFP driven from the abrB promoter, which is repressed by low levels of Spo0A–P [Perego et al. 1988; Fujita et al. 2005, Veening et al. 2008]. The P_{abrB-gfp} strain was followed by time-lapse microscopy after resuspension in SM. As shown in Figure 3A [and Supplemental Movie S6], the levels of GFP fluorescence driven by the abrB promoter pulsed during the cell cycle, increasing concomitantly with the initiation of replication.

These results indicate that Sda expression is cell cycle-regulated. While cell cycle regulation is ubiquitous in eukaryotes and has been found occasionally in specialized bacteria, such as *Caulobacter crescentus* [Shapiro and Losick 2000], this is, to our knowledge, the first report of cell cycle-dependent regulation of protein expression in *B. subtilis.*
initiation of replication, expression of sda causes a dip in Spo0A−P levels, which in turn causes a pulse of expression of the low-threshold Spo0A−P repressed gene abrB. In this respect, it is interesting to note that expression of rapA, encoding a phosphorelay phosphatase under the control of Spo0A−P, shows dynamic expression in a subset of cells [Bischofs et al. 2009]. It will be interesting to learn whether a burst of RapA synthesis is important to reduce the levels of Spo0A−P at the end of the cell cycle when Sda levels are low and whether it contributes to the oscillatory behavior of Spo0A−P.

Sda is activated by the initiation competent form of DnaA and modulated by LexA and Spo0A

Sequence analysis of the promoter region of sda indicated the presence of at least five DnaA boxes [Fig. 4A], and perturbed levels of DnaA are known to affect sda transcription [Burkholder et al. 2001; Goranov et al. 2005; Ishikawa et al. 2007]. Moreover, chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP) experiments have shown that DnaA binds to the sda promoter in vivo [Ishikawa et al. 2007] and that levels of DnaA at the sda promoter rapidly increase in response to replication stress [Breier and Grossman 2008]. These observations suggest that the replication initiation protein DnaA directly activates transcription of sda. To test this, the expression levels of P_{sda-gfp} were quantified by flow cytometry in a strain engineered to synthesize different concentrations of DnaA. As shown in Table 1, when cells were depleted for DnaA, sda expression levels were reduced by about twofold compared with nondepleted cells. Although overproduction of wild-type DnaA [strain JWV071] only resulted in a 1.3-fold increase of sda expression, overproduction of a mutant form of DnaA (DnaAS326L) that causes overinitiation of replication [Murray and Errington 2008] [strain JWV065], resulted in an ~3.5-fold up-regulation of sda [Table 1]. This elevated expression does not appear to be caused by a gene dosage effect since expression of gfp from a constitutive promoter [strain JWV205] only slightly increased during DnaAS326L overproduction [Table 1]. This result suggests that it is the replication-competent form of DnaA that is responsible for activation of Sda expression.

Sequence analysis of the sda promoter region also revealed the presence of two consensus Spo0A-binding sites and a binding site for the DNA damage protein LexA (Fig. 4A). While there was a reciprocal correlation between sda and spoIIA transcription [Fig. 1], we noticed that the average fluorescence of cells expressing GFP from the sda promoter increased as cells entered the cell cycle.

Figure 3. Oscillation of P_{abrB} expression requires both Spo0A and Sda. Cells were grown and analyzed by time-lapse microscopy as described in Figure 2. Representative traces are shown. (A–D) Single-cell trajectory of strains JWV169 (P_{abrB-gfp}, DnaN-mCherry) [A], JWV171 (P_{abrB-gfp}, Δsda, P_{abrB-gfp-sda}, DnaN-mCherry) [B], JWV186 (P_{abrB-gfp}, Δspo0A, DnaN-mCherry) [C], and JWV185 (P_{abrB-gfp}, Δsda, DnaN-mCherry) [D].
Cells expressing GFP from the sda promoter did not accumulate GFP in the stationary growth phase in a spo0A mutant background, and sda expression levels were approximately twofold lower than those of the wild type during exponential growth (Fig. 4B,C; Supplemental Fig. S12). This is consistent with microarray data suggesting that transcription of sda is already activated by low levels of Spo0A–P [Fujita et al. 2005]. Thus, Spo0A–P probably acts directly as a positive regulator of sda transcription. While the idea that Spo0A activates sda expression might seem counterintuitive, it could be important for preventing the Spo0A–P concentration from overshooting and for keeping Spo0A–P levels low in cells that have just initiated a new round of replication.

The SOS response in bacteria includes a global transcriptional response to DNA damage mediated by derepression of LexA [Au et al. 2005; Kelley 2006]. Previous work has pointed to a role for the SOS response in regulation of sda, although microarray analyses did not detect a significant increase of sda transcription upon induction of DNA damage [Au et al. 2005]. DNA-damaged cells of B. subtilis are long and filamentoous because LexA represses yneA, encoding a cell division inhibitor [Kawai et al. 2003]. Therefore, we examined expression of P_{sda}gfp in a lexA/yneA double mutant (Supplemental Table S2). As shown in the table in Figure 4C, expression of P_{sda}gfp was roughly twofold higher in the lexA/yneA mutant background compared with the wild type. The consequence of LexA regulation of sda transcription would be that SOS-stressed cells are inhibited from entering sporulation. Notably, overproduction of DnaA326L in the absence of the SOS response still led to an increase of sda expression (data not shown). The lexA/yneA double mutant still accumulated GFP during the stationary growth phase, indicating that the positive role of Spo0A–P is not exerted via derepression of LexA. In fact, a lexA/yneA/spo0A triple mutant showed sda expression levels 0.5-fold lower than those of a lexA/yneA double mutant [Fig. 4C]. Furthermore, under the conditions of microcolony development, sporulation was completely blocked in the lexA/yneA double mutant, and this Spo0A phenotype was bypassed by mutation of sda [data not shown]. Taken together, these results show that sda transcription is activated by the active form of DnaA and independently modulated by both Spo0A–P and LexA [Fig. 4D].

**Cell cycle regulation of Sda by the replication initiation protein DnaA**

To determine the mechanism responsible for cyclical Sda expression we examined the requirement of each of the transcriptional regulators for this behavior. To limit the number of genetic constructs present in these strains, we judged cell cycle progression by cell division events rather than reporter fusions. Mutant analysis showed that neither Spo0A nor LexA is needed for pulsing of sda expression [Fig. 5A,B]. Interestingly, during overreplication (dnaA_326L mutant background), there was frequently...
more than one pulse of sda expression between cell division events, again indicating that pulsing of sda is related to the initiation of DNA replication (Fig. 5C). In a ΔdnaA mutant strain that initiates DNA replication from an ectopic plasmid origin [oriN], pulses of sda transcription were no longer observed, and sda transcription was significantly reduced [Supplemental Fig. S13].

To be able to work in a wild-type background but still assess whether DnaA causes pulsing of sda transcription, we constructed a set of mutant sda promoters driving synthesis of GFP-Sda (Fig. 4A). While looking that allow sporulation in a temperature-sensitive dnaA mutant background [dnaA1], point mutations within the two most upstream DnaA boxes were identified [Burkholder et al. 2001], indicating that these boxes are critical for DnaA-dependent transcriptional activation of sda. In fact, a single point mutation [sda1] in this region disrupts DnaA-dependent transcriptional activation [Burkholder et al. 2001]. In line with this, expression of GFP-Sda driven by the sda1 mutant promoter was significantly reduced. However, the pulsatile expression of GFP-Sda was still evident (Fig. 5D), likely because the other DnaA boxes remained active. When we removed the complete regulatory region upstream of the core −35/−10 promoter, including the Spo0A-, DnaA-, and LexA-binding sites, pulsing was abolished and GFP-Sda was constitutively synthesized [Fig. 5E, Supplemental Movie S11]. Moreover, when the major DnaA boxes were removed but the Spo0A- and LexA-binding sites were preserved, pulsing of GFP-Sda was also abolished [Fig. 5F]. Taken together, these data indicate that DnaA causes pulsing of sda expression, likely via direct transcriptional regulation (Fig. 4D).

Interestingly, transcription of two other DnaA-regulated genes, yvdC and ywlC [Goranov et al. 2005; Ishikawa et al. 2007], also showed dynamic expression [Supplemental Movies S12, S13], in contrast to gfp expression from a constitutive promoter [Supplemental Movie S14; Supplemental Fig. S14]. This suggests that many genes within the DnaA-regulon have the potential to show pulsatile expression under these experimental conditions.

For Escherichia coli, the activity of DnaA peaks just before replication initiation, after which it is inactivated via a process called RIDA (regulatory inactivation of DnaA) [for review, see Katayama 2001]. In C. crescentus, the steady-state levels of DnaA oscillate in a cell cycle-dependent manner. Furthermore, C. crescentus DnaA activates the oscillatory expression of two regulators to drive the progression of the Caulobacter cell cycle [Collier et al. 2006]. How DnaA activity is cell cycle-regulated in B. subtilis is largely unknown. Some clues came from a recent study that showed that DnaA is dynamically localized throughout the B. subtilis cell cycle and that after initiation of replication, DnaA is spatially sequestered away from the origin [Soufo et al. 2008]. This mechanism could contribute to the pulsatile, DnaA-dependent transcription of sda observed here.

Sda helps to ensure correct chromosome copy number in sporulating cells under overreplication conditions

Overproduction of the active form of DnaA leads to overreplication and activation of sda expression [Table 1; Murray and Errington 2008]. The same is observed when ParA/Soj, a regulator of DnaA activity, is activated [Murray and Errington 2008; data not shown]. Moreover, overproduction of dnaAS326L or activation of ParA/Soj causes a dramatic decrease in sporulation initiation, and this inhibition is relieved by mutation of sda [Table 2; Murray and Errington 2008]. This effect does not act through induction of the SOS response, since sda transcription was still induced by dnaAS326L overproduction in a lexA mutant background [data not shown]. This again indicates that a major role of Sda is to act as a checkpoint system preventing endospore formation when cells are initiating DNA replication.

Strikingly, microscopic analysis of cells that lack Sda and are programmed to overinitiate replication revealed a range of aberrant sporulation morphologies including cells with bipolar endospores and multiple origins within the mother cell compartment [Figs. 6A–C; Supplemental Fig. S15]. Interestingly, the dnaAS326L/Δsda mutant frequently produced large forespores that contained more than one origin of the chromosome (spores with one origin, 1.22 μm ± 0.03 μm; spores with two origins, 1.67 μm ± 0.06 μm; t-test, P < 0.01) [Supplemental Movie S15]. Marker frequency analysis of DNA extracted from purified spores formed under overinitiation conditions [i.e., dnaAS326L/Δsda double mutant] showed a similar origin/terminus ratio compared with spores from the wild type or Δsda single mutant (data not shown), indicating that the spores contain two or more complete chromosomes.

To test whether the polyploid spores were viable, spores of the wild-type strain, the single Δsda mutant, the dnaAS326L mutant (which only formed few spores), and

Table 1. Transcription from the sda promoter is activated by DnaA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strain</th>
<th>Relevant genotype</th>
<th>0 μM</th>
<th>10 μM</th>
<th>100 μM</th>
<th>1000 μM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>JWV071</td>
<td>P_sda-gfp, P_spac dnaA</td>
<td>0.51 ± 0.08</td>
<td>0.61 ± 0.03</td>
<td>1.33 ± 0.14</td>
<td>0.93 ± 0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JWV065</td>
<td>P_sda-gfp, P_spac dnaAAS326L</td>
<td>1.02 ± 0.11</td>
<td>1.39 ± 0.10</td>
<td>3.52 ± 0.36</td>
<td>2.63 ± 0.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JWV205</td>
<td>P_sda-core-gfp, P_spac dnaAAS326L</td>
<td>1.22 ± 0.09</td>
<td>1.06 ± 0.23</td>
<td>1.24 ± 0.22</td>
<td>1.83 ± 0.29</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Cells were grown for 18 h in minimal medium with the indicated IPTG concentration and analyzed by flow cytometry (at least 10⁷ cells were measured). Mean fluorescence intensity values were measured and normalized to data from strain JWV050 (P_sda-gfp) grown under identical conditions. Data from JWV205 were normalized to data from strain JWV199 (P_sda-core-gfp). Data are from two biological and two technical replicates (four samples per strain). Values shown as mean of four replicates ± the standard deviation.
the dnaAS326L/Δsda double mutant were purified. As shown in Table 2, spores that were formed under overinitiation conditions exhibited approximately twofold reduced viability compared with either wild-type or single Δsda mutant spores. This highlights the importance of an efficient block in sporulation initiation by the Sda checkpoint under these conditions.

Transmission electron microscopy showed that spores formed under overinitiation conditions in the Δsda mutant are heterogeneous in shape and coat morphology (Supplemental Fig. S16). Comparative time-lapse microscopy of germinating spores supported the results of the plating assay, with a larger fraction of spores formed under overinitiation conditions remaining phase-bright and failing to germinate (Supplemental Movie S16). Moreover, time-lapse microscopy of germinating spores demonstrated that the spores unable to germinate during the measured period were significantly larger (1.35 ± 0.03 μm) than successful germinating spores (1.23 μm ± 0.03 μm, t-test, P < 0.05).

These results indicate that in the absence of Sda, cells that overreplicate display a polyploid phenotype with...
mispositioned and excessive origins, resulting in the frequent trapping of two or more chromosomes in the forespore compartment. Importantly, this polyploidy often results in abortive and lethal phenotypes [Figs. 6B,C; Supplemental Fig. S15], demonstrating that Sda plays an important role ensuring correct chromosome copy number in sporulating cells that overinitiate DNA replication.

Sda and SirA coordinate DNA replication with sporulation

To examine the effects of an sda mutation upon entry into sporulation of cells that are not artificially programmed to overinitiate replication, we performed comparative time-lapse microscopy on strains carrying GFP-DnaN as a marker for replication and Pspac-dnaAS326L-mCherry as a reporter for entry into sporulation [Supplemental Fig. S17]. As shown in Figure 6D, a larger proportion of cells initiated sporulation while still actively replicating in the Δsda mutant background. This indicates that the coordination between DNA replication and sporulation is perturbed in the absence of Sda. Interestingly, however, the sporulation efficiency of an sda mutant is only slightly higher compared with the wild type (Table 2), suggesting that there are additional mechanisms coordinating replication with sporulation in B. subtilis.

In vitro studies indicated that Spo0A−P itself might act as an inhibitor of DNA replication by directly binding to the origin region [Castilla-Llorente et al. 2006], but whether this is relevant in vivo remains unclear. Recently, the sirA gene was identified, whose transcription is activated by Spo0A−P [Rahn-Lee et al. 2009]. It has been proposed that SirA inhibits DNA replication during entry into the sporulation pathway by decreasing the activity of DnaA. Thus, while Sda prevents replicating cells from entering sporulation, SirA would prevent activity of DnaA. Thus, while Sda prevents replicating entry into the sporulation pathway by decreasing the ratio of spores/mL to total CFUs mL−1, Sda blocks sporulation during overinitiation of DNA replication.

Discussion

Our results demonstrate that during each cell cycle the checkpoint protein Sda couples the initiation of DNA replication with the initiation of sporulation. Sda serves as a genetic timer that allows a window of opportunity toward the end of each replication cycle for Spo0A−P to reach the levels required to initiate sporulation, thus ensuring that a cell enters the sporulation pathway when it contains the correct copy number and has completed DNA replication and repair. Disruption of the coordination of replication and sporulation leads to an increase in the frequency of spores with more than one chromosome and a reduction in spore viability.

In eukaryotes, many checkpoint mechanisms exist to coordinate DNA replication with cell cycle events. For instance, replication checkpoints regulate cyclin-dependent kinases to ensure that mitosis only commences after genome replication is complete [Murray 2004]. Importantly, disruption of these cell cycle control mechanisms can result in aberrant cell differentiation. Here we show how the Sda system of B. subtilis coordinates DNA replication with cellular development. Intriguingly, both the eukaryotic and bacterial systems detect specific DNA replication initiation events and link this information to a phosphorylation-dependent signaling cascade that drives differentiation. The relative simplicity and tractability of the B. subtilis system makes it an excellent model for understanding fundamental aspects of cell cycle-regulated coordination of development.

Materials and methods

Plasmids, bacterial strains, and media

Plasmids and strains are listed in Supplemental Tables S1 and S2, respectively. Plasmid and strain construction are described in the Supplemental Material. Nutrient agar [Oxoid] was used for routine selection and maintenance of both B. subtilis and E. coli strains. B. subtilis-specific media were made as described [Harwood and Cutting 1990]. For more details, see the Supplemental Material.
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Figure 6. Aberrant sporangial morphologies and perturbed copy number control in the absence of the Sda checkpoint. Wild-type strain JWV086 (hutM::tetO, tetR-mCherry) (A) and strain JWV094 (hutM::tetO, tetR-mCherry, Δsda, P_{spac}-dnaAS326L) (B) were grown for 24 h in sporulation medium in the presence of 1 mM IPTG and collected for fluorescence microscopy. (C) Time-lapse analysis of strain JWV094 after nutritional downshift (see Supplemental Movie S9). The pound sign (#) marks a cell committed to sporulate with two origins at one pole and none at the other end, leading to a lethal phenotype. The asterisk (*) indicates a cell that will form an endospore containing two origin regions. Arrows indicate the two origins. (D) A deletion of sda leads to initiation of sporulation in replicating cells. Still frames of a comparative time-lapse experiment, 5 h after resuspension, were analyzed for strains JWV201 [P_{gpdA}-mCherry, GFP-DnaN] and JWV202 [P_{gpdA}-mCherry, GFP-DnaN, Δsda]. Cells were scored for either the presence or absence of a GFP-DnaN focus, and the mean mCherry fluorescence was recorded. Bins show the normalized cell count (131 and 172 replicating cells were measured for strains JWV201 and JWV202, respectively). (E) Strain JWV215 (hutM::tetO, tetR-mCherry, Δsda, ΔsirA) was grown for 24 h in sporulation medium and collected for fluorescence microscopy.

Time-lapse microscopy

For Figure 1, cells were grown at 30°C in Spizizen minimal medium (Spizizen 1958) and inoculated onto a thin, semisolid agarose matrix based on a chemically defined medium and attached to a microscope slide as described (Veening et al. 2008). Nutritional downshift experiments [a.k.a. two-step sporulation assays] were performed at 37°C as described (Sterlini and Mandelstam 1969; Harwood and Cutting 1990). After 10 min, cells were applied to sporulation medium-based agarose and analyzed by time-lapse microscopy [wherein relevant xylose was added [1%] during this 10 min to induce expression of TetR-mCherry]. Germination experiments were performed on LB agarose supplemented with L-alanine [0.4 mg/mL]. Microscope slides were incubated on a temperature-controlled automated Deltavision RT microscope [Applied Precision]. Images were obtained up to 24 h with a CoolSNAP HQ (Princeton Instruments) at 63×, 100×, or 160× magnification. Fluorescent and phase-contrast images were recorded at specified intervals. To prevent phototoxicity, the excitation light (431–441 nm for CFP; 480–500 nm for GFP/YFP, and 541–569 nm for mCherry/FM5-95) was limited to 32% of the output of a 100-W Hg-vapor lamp by neutral density filters. Emission wavelengths were 460–500 nm (CFP), 509–547 nm (GFP/YFP), and 580–653 nm (mCherry/FM5-95; filters from Chroma). It should be noted that under our experimental conditions for strain JWV171, there was no detectable signal bleed-through from CFP into the GFP channel and vice versa [data not shown]. Microscopy images of DnaX-YFP, GFP-DnaN, DnaN-mCherry, and TetR-mCherry were deconvolved using softWoRx [Applied Precision], and figures were prepared for publication using ImageJ [http://rsb.info.nih.gov/ij] and CorelDRAW X3 (Corel Corporation).

Data analysis

To calculate the difference in sda levels between early spore formers and nonspore formers, still images from three independent time-lapse experiments after ~9 h into microcolony development were analyzed. The mean fluorescence of both the GFP and mCherry channel was recorded for every individual cell in the three independent still frames and normalized against the highest signal for each still. Background fluorescence per frame was subtracted using a “rolling ball” algorithm [ImageJ], and the normalized P_{sda}-GFP signal from early spore formers [P_{gpdA}-mCherry-expressing cells] was compared with the normalized GFP signal of the remaining population. To determine the average sda expression levels in replicating versus nonreplicating cells, cells were first scored for either the presence or absence of a DnaX-YFP focus. The normalized P_{sda}-mCherry signals were averaged and compared between the two subpopulations as described above.

Single-cell traces were generated by plotting the mean GFP fluorescence intensity [minus background] for an individual cell as a function of time. We determined that manual tracking of the cells was more robust and introduced less noise than automatic cell tracking. Also calculating the mean fluorescence for each cell [by averaging the fluorescence intensity value over every position along a line drawn through a cell] gave less noise than was generated by calculating and/or measuring the total fluorescence for each cell. After a cell division event, one of the two siblings was arbitrarily selected for continuation of the trace. To determine cell division events precisely, we used membrane staining [0.6 μg/mL FM5-95, Invitrogen] rather than phase-contrast microscopy.

Sporulation assays

Strains were grown in Schaeffer’s sporulation medium [Schaeffer et al. 1965] for 24 h at 37°C after inoculation [A_{600 nm}: 0.05]. Sporulation frequencies were determined as the ratio of chloroform-resistant colony forming units (CFUs) [number of colonies formed after treatment with 10% chloroform for 15 min] to total CFUs [without chloroform treatment]. Spores were purified by removing remaining vegetative cells by incubating with lysozyme [1.5 mg/mL] for 1 h at 37°C.
followed by the addition of SDS (4% final concentration) for another 30 min. Spores were washed at least four times with water before storing at 4°C.

Flow cytometric analysis
Cells were diluted 100-fold in 0.2 μM filtered minimal medium, and scatter and emission were directly measured on a Partec CyFlow Space flow cytometer [Partec] operating a 20 mW solid-state laser (488 nm) essentially as described [Veenen et al. 2005]. For each sample, at least 100,000 cells were analyzed. Data were captured and analyzed using FloMax software (Partec).

Marker frequency analysis
Origin/terminus ratios were essentially determined as described [Murray and Errington 2008]. In brief, spore DNA was purified by first removing spore coat proteins followed by chloroform extraction [for further details, see the Supplemental Material]. Power SYBR Green PCR Master Mix was used for PCR reactions (Applied Biosystems). Q-PCR was performed in a LightCycler 480 Instrument (Roche).
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